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INTRODUCTION 
 
The telecom service market has become more competitive than 
ever because of the deregulation policies and new technologies 
and competitions appearing in the telecom industry (Sharma 
al., 2013). In this kind of environment, the customer churn has 
turned into a very serious issue. Customers churn from one 
provider to another in search of better services or for benefits 
of joining a new carrier (Rodpysh, 2012). The rapid increase in 
telecom service market leads to the higher subscriber base 
(Shaaban et al., 2012). Due to the increase in the number of 
service providers, companies have to face high customer churn 
rate (Vafeiadis et al., 2015). Thus, to continue competitive 
advantage, many telecom industry companies focus on 
maximizing the marketing relationship with their customer 
lifetime value and customer churn management (Kaur & Singh 
2016). However, it has been regarded mandatory for the 
service providers to reduce the churn rate, as the ne
could result in the profitability reduction on major perspective
(Dalvi et al., 2016). Therefore, customer churn prediction is 
one of the most important requirements in customer 
relationship management. Customer churn prediction aims to 
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ABSTRACT 

Customer churn prediction is one of the most important requirements in customer relationship 
management. It aims to retain valuable customers in order to maximize the profit of a company. In this 
paper, we propose an autonomous toolkit to forecast customers 
customer churn toolkit which predicts churning behavior of customers in the telecom industry. ATFC 
gives a customer churn prediction model which can fit generally in similar kinds of problems and 
datasets. It predicts which customers are at the risk of leaving the company. It is important for 
managers of the telecom industry to retain their loyal customers for the growth of their company and 
for improving their customer relationship management factor. ATFC accomplishes this task with t
help of the most popular machine learning algorithms which were applied to the challenging problem 
of the customer churn in the telecom industry. We have used telecom company based dataset of 
BigML repository. Therefore, popular machine learning algorithms such as Decision Trees, Logistic 
Regression, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting were used to deve
telecom customer churn efficiently and effectively.The results revealed that Random Forest 
outperforms by exhibiting low churn rate. The analysis of the algorithm was carried out based on ROC 
curve Precision-Recall and F-measure.The churn dataset analysis revealed that there are 10 features 
which causecustomer to churn. This prediction informs companies which features and servic

to target and improve. 

This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons
medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
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retain valuable customers in order to maximize the profit of a 
company (Hashmi et al., 2013)
Autonomous Toolkit to Forecast Customer
an autonomous customer churn toolkit which predicts churning 
behavior of customers in the telecom industry. ATFC predicts 
which customers are at the risk of leaving the company. It is 
important for managers of the tel
loyal customers for the growth of their company and for 
improving their customer relationship management factor. 
ATFC accomplishes this task with the help of the most popular 
machine learning algorithms which applied to the ch
problem of the customer churn in the telecom industry. We 
have used telecom company based dataset of BigML 
repository. To successfully manage churn prediction challenge, 
different researchers have put into use different 
machinelearning algorithms in addition to data mining tools 
(Almana et al., 2014, Runge et al
was to develop a model that can predict telecom customer 
churn efficiently and effectively using popular machine 
learning algorithms (e.g., Random Forest, Decis
Logistic Regression, Gradient 
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Literature review 
 
There are two basic approaches for customer churn: targeted 
and untargeted. Targeted approaches identify customer churn. 
They as a result either provide the customers with direct 
benefits/incentives or customize a service plan that lets them to 
stay. Whereas, untargeted approaches rely on superior product 
and mass advertising in order to increase brand loyalty and 
retain customers (Miyata et al., 1994). Saini et al. (2017) 
performed customer churn on data having new features like 
contract-related, call pattern description, and call pattern 
changes description. The authors derived these features from 
traffic figures and customer profile data. The Naïve Bayes and 
Bayesian Network algorithms were used to evaluate these 
features. The researchers compared their results to the results 
obtained using aDecision Tree. It was concluded that 
probabilistic classifiers have shown higher true positive rate 
than Decision Tree. Whereas, Decision Tree performed better 
in overall accuracy. Dalvi et al. (2016) used Decision Tree and 
Logistic Regression models to build a churn prediction system. 
The system was used to test dataset and measure the accuracy 
of the system. Their system outputsit’s accuracy against other 
compared systems and provides a list of customers who are 
likely to churn. Balasubramanian and Selvarani (2014) focused 
on churn prediction in the telecom data, the use of data mining 
techniques, and the importance of feature extractionin churn 
prediction. The authors found that Decision Treesucceeds in 
churn predictionfrom Neural Network. They suggested that the 
selection of right combination of attributes and the fixation of 
proper threshold values may produce more efficient and 
accurate results. Saini et al. (2017) presented prediction by 
using Decision Treeclassification techniques such as CHAID, 
CART,QUEST and Exhaustive CHAID. They implemented all 
possible variants of Decision Tree. Their results proved 
Exhaustive CHAID technique more efficient in predicting 
customer churn behavior.  
 
Bilal (2016) proposed a promising Neural Network based 
approach to predict customer churn in the banking sector.The 
challenge banks face today is how to retain their most 
profitable customers.Thee researcherargue that customer 
relation isa very important factor towards their success. 
Pradeep et al. (2017) stated that one of the gauging failures in 
the logistics industry is customer churn. Therefore, there is a 
huge need for a defensive marketing strategy which prevent 
the customers from switching the service providers. Customer 
churn puts negative effects on corporate operations and causes 
revenue and market loss. The previous work on customer 
churn only considers the prediction accuracy rate for model 
validation (Chen et al., 2015; Esteves and Mendes-Moreira, 
2016). Moreover, quite a few studies perform cross-validation. 
That is, many of them use some fixed numbers of training and 
testing datasets for experiments. This is likely to produce 
unreliable conclusion for the performance of the prediction 
models. Many of the researchers built apredictive model using 
Logistic Regression, Decision Tree or Neural Network 
approaches, but, we used four algorithms and their comparison 
to check which classifier gives the best result. 
 
Some of the researchers found out that the money or the area 
are the only factorsthat lead the customers churn, but, 
according to our research we concluded that there are 10 
features (services) which cause customer churn in the telecom 
sector. Those features are discussed next. These services need 
to be improved by the management. 

Causes of Churn 
 
In the rapid competitive environment, the customer receives 
plentiful incentives to churn and encounter plentiful 
disincentives to stay. We observed churn due to poor service 
quality, high costs, lack of carrier responsiveness, new 
technology or product introduced by competitors, brand 
disloyalty, new competitors enter the market, etc. (Abiw-
Abaidoo Jnr 2011). Therefore, the purpose of the churn 
management is to help managers identify customers who are 
likely to churn and to carry out actions to minimize churn 
effect (Rodpysh, 2012). 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Data mining algorithms have been used by mobile telecom 
companies to identify customers that are likely to churn. 
“Since the main purpose of applying data mining techniques in 
this area is prediction, supervised learning techniques are 
popularly used. However, the use of unsupervised learning 
techniques for churn prediction is rather limited”. Therefore, it 
is vitally important to build a highly successful and accurate 
churn model, so for this research project CRISP-DM (Cross 
Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) model was chosen.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. CRISP-DM Model 
 
CRISP-DM model is mainly used for conducting a data mining 
process, whose life cycle consists of six phases as shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
Figure 2 on next page represents the life cycle of a CRISP-DM 
model. In the first step, the data is understood for its 
commercial values. The data pre-processing step is then taken 
to update/add missing information in the raw data. This 
involves removal of missing values, conversion of categorical 
variables into numerical, etc. Once the data is processed, the 
knowledge discovery algorithms are applied. Supervised 
learning algorithms are used, like Decision Tree, Logistic 
Regression, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting for 
classification of data. Thus, a model is built which first extracts 
useful information, and then evaluates that information to 
serve the diverse business purposes. Later, the model is 
accepted after checking important attributes like accuracy and 
performance. 
 
Decision Tree 
 
The primary definition of a Decision Tree is: “A binary tree 
where every nonterminal node represents a decision”.  
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Depending upon the decision taken at such a node, control 
passes to the left or right subtree of the node. A leaf node then 
represents the outcome of taking the sequence of decisions 
given by the nodes on the path from the root to the leaf. But, it 
should be noted that there is no obligation for a Decision Tree 
to be binary. Each decision node relates to one input
and the decisions are made by comparing the input value with 
a split point to see if the path should continue to the left or 
right of that node. 
 
A Decision Tree is constructed by many nodes and branches 
on different stages and various conditions. It is a very popular 
and powerful tool for many prediction and classification 
problems, since it can produce several decision rules. Decision 
Trees can process numerical and categorical data
al., 2010). 
 
Logistic Regression 

 
Logistic Regression is a machine learning 
named for the function used at the core of the method, the 
logistic function. The logistic function, also called the sigmoid 
function was developed by the statisticians to describe 
properties of population growth in ecology, rising quickly and 
maxing out at the carrying capacity of the environment. It’s an 
S-shaped curve that can take any real-valued number and map 
it into a value between 0 and 1, but never exactly at those 
limits. Logistic Regression uses an equation as the 
representation, very much like Linear Regression. Input values 
(x) are combined linearly using weights or coef
(referred to as Beta) to predict an output value (y). A key 
difference from Linear Regression is that the output value 
being modeled is a binary value (0 or 1) rather than a numeric 
value.  
 
Random Forest 
 
This is one of the best classification techniques. The 
classification outputs of this approach are very powerful than 
confused and deviated data. This method provides useful 
information on the importance of each variable, thus 
determine those variables which have the greatest impact 
the dependent variable. In this technique, a set of Decision 
Trees are grown and each tree votes for the most popular class, 
then the votes of different trees are integrated and a class is 
predicted for each sample. In this approach, 
to increase the accuracy of the Decision Tree, more trees are 
produced to vote for class prediction. This approach is an 
ensemble classifier composed of some Decision Trees and the 
result is the mean of individual tree results. Some copies of the
dataset are made in the learning phase and a Decision Tree 
without pruning is separately created from each copy
the result of each test is the mean of prediction result of all the 
trees. Using a set of trees in this method can be effective in 
significant increase of prediction accuracy. Random Forest is a
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bagging ensemble method. The samples of the training dataset 
are taken with replacement rather than greedily choosing the 
best split point in the construction of each tree. Thus, only 
random subsets of features are considered for each split. It is a 
robust algorithm and very much 
and reduce overfitting of data. 
 
Gradient Boosting and AdaBoost

 
Gradient Boosting is boosting ensemble method. The goal of 
ensemble methods is to combine the predictions of several 
base estimators built with a given learning algorithm in order 
to improve generalizability/robustness
The three most popular methods for combining the predictions 
from different models are:  
 
Bagging: Building multiple models (typically of the same 
type) from different sub samples of the training dataset. 
 
Boosting: Building multiple models (typically of the sam
type) each of which learns to_x the prediction errors of a prior 
model in the sequence of models. 
 
Voting: Building multiple models (typically of differing types) 
and simple statistics (like calculating the mean) are used to 
combine predictions.  
 
Gradient Boosting and AdaBoost (short for Adaptive 
Boosting) momentum algorithms are used when it comes to a 
lot of data to make predictions of high predictive power. It 
combines different weak or medium predictors with a strong 
predictor of the structure. 
 

RESULTS 
 
Accuracy and Error Rate tests were performed on results 
achieved through Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random 
Forest, and Gradient Boosting techniques
 
Table 1. Accuracy and Error Rate 
Decision Tree, Random Forest, a
 

Technique Accuracy

Logistic Regression 
Decision Tree 
Random Forest 
Gradient Boosting 

 
Performance Analysis using Precision, Recall, and F1 
Score 
 
The evaluation of Confusion Matrix with the help of F1
is provided as under: 
 
 Logistic Regression:  0.295180722892

 
Figure 2. Life Cycle of CRISP-DM Model 
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Gradient Boosting and AdaBoost 

Gradient Boosting is boosting ensemble method. The goal of 
ensemble methods is to combine the predictions of several 
base estimators built with a given learning algorithm in order 

generalizability/robustness over a single estimator. 
st popular methods for combining the predictions 

Building multiple models (typically of the same 
samples of the training dataset.  
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_x the prediction errors of a prior 

model in the sequence of models.  

Building multiple models (typically of differing types) 
and simple statistics (like calculating the mean) are used to 

oosting and AdaBoost (short for Adaptive 
Boosting) momentum algorithms are used when it comes to a 
lot of data to make predictions of high predictive power. It 
combines different weak or medium predictors with a strong 

tests were performed on results 
Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random 

Forest, and Gradient Boosting techniques (Table 1). 

ate Values for Logistic Regression, 
Forest, and Gradient Boosting techniques 

Accuracy Error Rate 

86.1 13.9 
91.0 9.0 
94.3 5.7 
95.3 4.7 

Performance Analysis using Precision, Recall, and F1 

Matrix with the help of F1Score 

0.295180722892 
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 Random Forest: 0.758201701094 
 Decision Tree:  0.693498452012 
 Gradient Boosting: 0.800461361015 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The evaluation results of our Confusion 
through Precision and Recall tests are provided in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Precision and Recall Values for Logistic Regression, Decision 
Tree, Random Forest, and Gradient Boosting techniques

 
Technique Precision Recall

Logistic Regression 52.5 19.4
Decision Tree 70.8 72.0
Random Forest 91.2 64.3
Gradient Boosting 90.1 71.6

 
Performance analysis with ROC Curve plots and 
Under Curve 
 
In the ROC curve plots, we used five folds cross validation 
iterator. This provides the train and test indices to split the data 
into five consecutive train test sets or folds.  
 
Random Forest: 
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through Precision and Recall tests are provided in Table 2.  

Table 2. Precision and Recall Values for Logistic Regression, Decision 
Tree, Random Forest, and Gradient Boosting techniques 

Recall 
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72.0 
64.3 
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urve plots and Area 
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train and test indices to split the data 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gradient boosting classifier: 
 

 
Decision Tree: 
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Here, the Mean ROC for: 
 
RF – 0.91 
DT – 0.90 
GBM – 0.91 
 
As can be seen in all the evaluations above, the 
algorithm is performing consistently well in all our metrics
Therefore, we can further tune the parameters of Random 
Forest to improve the performance. 
 
Feature Importance   
 
Now that we understand the accuracy of each individual model 
for our dataset, let's dive a little deeper to get a better 
understanding of what features or behaviors are causing our 
customers to churn. 
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Proposed system 
 

In the proposed system, Python programming has been used to 
build the model for churn prediction. It is widely used among 
statisticians and data miners for developing statistical software 
and data analysis. For building predictive model the 
descriptive stats in which the libraries of a Python have been 
used (Pandas, Numpy, Scipy, Scikit-Learn, Stats Models, 
Matplot libraries). The purpose of this paper to make 
predictive applicationis to reduce the effort of the data 
scientists and provide some relief to those business managers 
who lack technical knowledge. The tool helps to know the best 
possible technique for the prediction of the given dataset. The 
toolkit will solve the problem for the business managers that 
they had to hire data scientists in order to know the best 
possible techniques for the prediction of their given dataset. 
The salary they had to pay for this purpose could be avoided. 
The problem is the high wages of the data scientists, it’s not 
easy for small-scale organizations to pay this much high wage 
to a data scientist. By making this autonomous toolkit one can 
get some of the aspects of data scientists for his/her 
organization. 
 

Conclusion 
 

All organizations are dependent on their customers, so they 
should try to satisfy them and maintain their position in the 
market. Therefore, focus on the customer will result in a quick 
response of the organization to market opportunities. Thus, 
identification of churn customers is worthwhile for the 
organization (Hassouna et al., 2016; Olle and Cai, 2014). 
Churn prediction and management are crucial in liberalized 
cellular mobile telecom markets in developing countries. In 
order to be competitive in this market, cellular service 
providers have to be able to predict possible churners and take 
proactive actions to retain valuable loyal customers (Dahiya 
and Bhatia, 2015). Therefore, to build an effective and accurate 
customer churn prediction model, it has become an important 
research problem for both academics and practitioners in 
recent years (Khan et al., 2010). This paper suggests that data 
mining techniques can be a promising solution for the 
customer churn management and an early-warning model for 
this non-steady-state customer system can be built. Although 
churn prediction is important in churn management, there are 
many challenges that should be taken into consideration. For 
example, it is good to predict the possible churners beforehand, 
but it would be even better to know when these possible 
churners are likely to quit. This will help in determining 
appropriate intervention strategies to employ at any given time. 
Using four different techniques (Decision Tree, Random 
Forest, Logistic Regression, and Gradient Boosting) for 
classification, the Random Forest outperforms as compared to 
other algorithms by exhibiting low churn rate. The analysis of 
the algorithm was carried out based on ROC curve Precision-
Recall and F1 Score. By the analysis of customer churn 
dataset, we concluded that there are 10 features which cause 
the customer to churn. Therefore, a company needs to improve 
these services and provide fringe offerings, better packages, 
and develop intervention strategies, so that the company can 
retain as many customers as possible and it can generate more 
revenue. 
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